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what happened
to our dream?
what future your relationship might have, you, too, are at the
beginning of a long, challenging, yet potentially deeply rewardsat in Or,
the as
outer
area
of thehas
principal’s
office, waiting
to
ingulie
journey.
Gary
Smalley
said, “Choose
to receive
3
meettrial
withashim.
Her son was
in trouble—again.
time it was
this
an invitation
to grow
in humility andThis
love.”
serious.
texted her husband, Tom, who worked not far
Let’sShe
get had
started.
from the school. He had written back, “Sorry, big meeting, can’t
leave.” Now she
was fuming. Typical Tom, never there when his
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family needed him. It was a pattern—and Julie was seriously
beginning
to you
wonder
if she couldorput
up withcrisis,
it much
longer.
1. Whether
are separated
in marital
read
the
This chapter
couple with
embodies
themind.
realityExamine
I speakyour
of inattitudes
Desperate
next
an open
Marriages:
the “stone wall” a husband and wife can build
and actions.
between them. Each stone represents an event in the past where
one of them failed the other.1
Then there’s Mike. He had always loved sharing life with
Jen, boasting to others that his wife was his “best friend.” But
now they had a couple of kids, and it seemed Jen threw herself
into mothering and didn’t have much left for him. Feeling lonely
and abandoned, Mike started spending more time at the local
sports bar with his buddies. Then he and Jen would argue. And
slowly, the stone wall was going up between them.
Some couples can’t stop bickering. Everything, it seems,

J
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how to start
saving your
marriage

W

here do you start?
Many couples in crisis sincerely want to save their marriages—but they feel pessimistic because the same issues, the
same
conversations
come up over and over again. Some spouses
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wonder if it is possible to “save their marriage alone,” to quote
1. Which
of your1 attitudes
actions
will have
to be changed
author
Ed Wheat.
Others, asorwe
have seen,
are simply
tired of
if
you
are
going
to
work
on
reconciliation?
the battle. It takes a tremendous amount of courage to overcome
Make a listand
of five
statements,
each the
beginning
will
this skepticism
weariness
and begin
work of“I healing.
It
have
to
.
.
.”
takes courage to show kindness to someone who you feel has
2. Are you
willing
to make
thosethe
changes?
If so,
why
not start
mistreated
you,
courage
to speak
truth in
love,
courage
to
today?
You
need
not
announce
to
your
spouse
discard old habits of relating.
are doing—simply
do itdivorce
as you is
have
Itwhat
also you
requires
a realization that
notopportunity.
the answer.
Many years ago divorce was rare, something people in Hollywood did. Then from 1960 to 1980 there was a huge spike in
the divorce rate,2 and while it has flattened out to a degree, it
is still too high—and too readily accepted as a solution. In fact,
the very prevalence of divorce in our society makes it thinkable,
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change yourself,
change your
marriage

I

Social media can be helpful, if you look for positive Christian
content.
Numerous
websites
offermarriages
help in self-understanding
and
t has been
said that
unhappy
consist of unhappy
biblicalAsguidelines
for marriage.
(Seemay
page
forchange
recompeople.
Judy Bodmer
learned, you
not155–56
be able to
mendations.)
sharing yourself.
your marital struggles on Faceyour
spouse, butHowever,
you can change
book
may elicit
advice
unqualified
“counselors.”
Marriages
fail,unwise
we noted
in from
chapter
1, for three
primary reaAs
you
come
to
understand
yourself,
develop
sons: lack of an intimate relationship with God, lackyourself,
of an
accept
yourself,
you
enhance
the
prospects
of
reconciliation
intimate relationship with your mate, or lack of an intimate
with your spouse.
understanding
and acceptance of yourself. It is the last of those
that we shall explore in this chapter. One might think we would
begin
with ourASSIGNMENTS
relationship to God, but the fact is, one’s relationGROWTH
ship with God is greatly affected by one’s self-understanding.
1. Ask
pastor be
or counselor
arrange fortoyou
to take the
This
timea should
used as an to
opportunity
rediscover
your
Taylor-Johnson
Temperament
Analysis
or
the
Myers-Briggs
own assets and liabilities as a person and to take positive steps in
Personality
will
help youbut
identify
personpersonal
growth. Inventory.
Even if youEither
are not
separated
are struggling
patterns.
with ality
a marriage
in crisis, it is possible—indeed, necessary—to
2.
You
may
want
to enroll
in a class
on some
personality
developlook deeply at yourself
and begin
to make
changes.
mentofatusyour
or community
college.
Most
tendchurch
to either
underestimate
or overestimate our
3.
To
get
started
in
better
understanding
personality,
on
value. We perceive ourselves as either useless your
failures
or as God’s
a sheet of paper write answers to the following questions:
• What do I like about myself?
• What emotions do I feel today? Divide those into two
columns:
Negative feelings

Positive feelings

3. To get started in better understanding your personality, on
a sheet of paper write answers to the following questions:
• What do I like about myself?
• What emotions do I feel today? Divide those into two
columns:
Negative feelings

Positive feelings

• What do my negative feelings tell me about myself?
• What do my positive feelings tell me about myself?
• What are my emotional needs today?
• How can I meet those needs in a responsible,
Christian way?
• What would I like to see changed in my personality (i.e.,
my way of thinking, feeling, and behaving)?
• What step will I take today to effect that change?
• What do I dislike about myself but cannot change?
• Will I accept that characteristic and concentrate on my
assets?
Yes

No
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turning to God

O

ur relationships with God may make or break our marriages. Augustine said, “Man was made by God and does not
find
rest until
he finds God.” If we look to a marriage partner
GROWTH
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to give us a sense of worth and to bring happiness, we are lookIf you
not already
done Many
so, askhave
God expected
to bring toa your
ing
in have
the wrong
direction.
spouse to
mind
the
areas
in
which
you
have
failed
in
your
marriage.
provide that which only God can give. Peace of mind, inner
security, a confidence in the outcome of life, and a sense of joy
1. Make
a list
your
failures
confess
one
God.
about
living
do of
not
come
from and
marriage,
buteach
from
anto
intimate
Thank Him
that
Christ has paid the penalty for those sins,
relationship
with
God.
and accept
His forgiveness.
What
has been
your relationship with God during this time
2.
Begin
the
practice
of reading,
marking,
and find
talking
to God
of marital crisis or separation?
Many
individuals
themselves
about
chapter in the
Bible each
You maythe
want
to the
angry
withaGod—angry
because
God day.
has allowed
pain,
begin with
of James
the New
loneliness,
and the
the book
frustration
thatincomes
withTestament.
a broken marital
3.
Try
singing
a
psalm
to
God.
Make
your
own
tune
relationship. Others have found themselves turning
toand
God in a
rhythm.
You
may
begin
with
Psalm
1.
fresh and deep way to seek God’s help.
4. Read
If youPsalm
are not
active in
a localwhich
church,
decideIttoday
which
77:1–15
(nasb),
follows.
is a personal
church of
youone
willindividual
visit next Sunday.
sure to
attendathe
expression
who wasBegoing
through
major
Bible
study
class
as
well
as
the
worship
service.
crisis. You will note that there is first a description of the pain of
5. Don’t
give up
the God
search
you
find aBut
warm,
loving
being
estranged
from
anduntil
from
others.
out of
the midst
group
of
Christians
with
whom
you
can
share
life.
of that pain, the psalmist turns to God and remembers more
pleasant days when he knew the blessing of God and wholesome
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love is . . .
love or to the love of God. But God will not leave you without
hope.
f You
you are
no longer
haveseparated,
a future your
withspouse
God. isThat
futurecoming
involveshome
everyat
the end
of the
day. When you
your
home,
one is
effort
toward
reconciliation.
Godwalk
willinto
direct
your
steps no
in fruitthere
to greet
If youfulfillment
love at all,isitnot
mustdependent
be at a distance
and
ful
living.
Youryou.
ultimate
upon the
sporadically
expressed.
Some
separated
couples
havetoa great
response
of your
mate, but
upon
your own
response
God. deal
of contact, whereas others see each other seldom, if ever. Thus,
some of you will have more opportunity than others to express
GROWTH ASSIGNMENTS
love to your spouses. Do not decry your circumstance. Your
situation
is your situation, and you must make the most of it.
1. In an attitude of prayer, think and then prepare a list of
Using
the descriptive words of 1 Corinthians 13, I want to sugspecific ways you could express God’s love to your spouse.
gest
some practical ways of expressing love while separated. If
2. Make another list of the things you must stop doing or
yousaying
are not
separated—yet—but going through a marital crisis,
if you are to be God’s agent of love toward your
Paul’s
words may also be of much help to you as you struggle to
spouse.
communicate
courteously and constructively.
3. Pray that God will enable you to cease all destructive

I

words and actions toward your spouse.

Patience

4. Select one of the actions you listed under number 1 above

“Love is patient” (v. 4). Don’t get in a hurry. Your marriage
didspouse
not fallthis
apart
overnight, and it will not be rebuilt today.
week.
Don’t
set time limits for yourself or your spouse. We operate
5. Commit yourself to walk with God regardless of what your
bestspouse
when we
are free. If you are separated, you want him or her
does.
to come of his own volition. Give him time. Express your desire,
but step back and let him decide.
and ask God for an opportunity to express His love to your
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tough love

terns of abuse is not likely to occur without extensive counseling
and the help of the Holy Spirit. Remember, our goal is reconciliation,
not simply
getting
back “But,
together.
back
together
y now,
you may
be saying,
Dr. Getting
Chapman,
what
about
without
dealing
with
real
problems
is
almost
certain
disaster.
me? I can’t talk to my spouse or be kind to him. I have had to
love may
seem
to be
butown
it issafety.”
sometimes
takeTough
the children
and
move
outharsh,
for my
Or Inecesthink
sary.
Firmness
with
kindness
is
the
proper
approach.
We
cannot
of Tim, whom we met in the beginning of this book. Tim is the
be
reconciled
with verbal
an abusive
has been
victim
of repeated
abuse.spouse
What until
do wethe
sayabuse
to Tim?
dealtLet
with
We must
openare
to not
walkpermissible
the long road
methoroughly.
make it clear:
Some be
things
in a
of
healing,
but
we
dare
not
ignore
the
abuse.
Ignored
abuse
only
marriage. When physical abuse, sexual unfaithfulness, sexual
escalates.
Better to alcoholism,
set the firm or
boundary
of toughpersist
love now
abuse of children,
drug addiction
in a than
marlater.
Later
may
be
too
late!
riage, it is time to take loving action. In fact, one is not loving

B

when they accept such behavior as a way of life. Love is always
GROWTH
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concerned about
the well-being of the other person. It is not
loving to accept this behavior and do nothing. Such behavior is
1. Which of
followingand
were
of your
spouse’s
behavdestroying
thethe
individual
thepart
marriage.
Love
must confront.
ior tough
in yourlove.
marriage?
(Putreal
his or
her initials by the ones
That’s
And that’s
love.
that apply.)

___ physical
abuse
Confronting—and

____ verbal abuse
Redeeming

___
abuse
of children is
In sexual
the Bible,
confronting

____seen
sexual
always
as redemptive.
unfaithfulness
“If your brother sins against you, go and tell him his fault,
___ alcohol
abuse
____ drug
abuse 18:15
between
you and
him alone,” Jesus says
in Matthew
___ other
(esv).
“If he _________________________________
listens to you, you have gained your brother”—
2. Which of the above were part of your own behavior in
your marriage? (Put your initials by the ones that apply.)
3. What steps have you taken to deal with your own destructive behavior?
4. What steps has your spouse taken to deal with their
destructive behavior?

GROWTH ASSIGNMENTS
1. Which of the following were part of your spouse’s behavior in your marriage? (Put his or her initials by the ones
that apply.)
___ physical abuse

____ verbal abuse

___ sexual abuse of children

____ sexual

unfaithfulness
___ alcohol abuse

____ drug abuse

___ other _________________________________
2. Which of the above were part of your own behavior in
your marriage? (Put your initials by the ones that apply.)
3. What steps have you taken to deal with your own destructive behavior?
4. What steps has your spouse taken to deal with their
destructive behavior?
5. If any of the above are established patterns in either
of your lives, there can be authentic reconciliation only
after these behavior patterns have been changed. Almost
always, this will require the help of a pastor or professional counselor. If you are not yet seeing a pastor or counselor, you may want to take steps immediately to find such a
person and make an appointment.
Also, make sure that your spouse understands that
there can be no reconciliation without counseling. Tell
them that promises of change are not enough. If your
spouse is serious, he or she will be willing to seek help.
6. If your spouse is not willing to go for counseling about
these destructive behavior patterns, then you may want to
secure your own counselor so you will have help in knowing how to set tough-love boundaries with your spouse.
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loneliness:
“the deepest pit”
S
become what you want to be. Loneliness is not forever!

everal years
ago, I spoke to our congregation about the
GROWTH
ASSIGNMENTS
role of single adults in the family of God. In describing some
of1.the
problems
faced by
singles,loneliness
I mentioned
the paintheof
Clarify
your feelings
of social
by answering
loneliness.
The following week, I was approached by a young
following:
mother,
separated
herremoved
husband,from
who all
said,
“I is
don’t
think
• Do
you feelfrom
cut off,
that
worthyou know
what
you’re
talking about.” I was taken aback for a
while
in the
world?
moment.
doothers
you mean?”
I asked. meaningful goals
• Do“What
you see
accomplishing
“Your
sermon
lastinweek
about loneliness—I
while
you sit
the stands
and watch? don’t think you
have any
idea could
what itdomeans
to beinlonely.
You with
have your
a wifelife,
who
• If you
anything
the world
loves you.
How
could
youlike
know
what it is like to be lonely?”
what
would
you
to do?
I •acknowledged
that shefor
wasyou?
quite
right.what
“I’mwould
certainbethat
Is that goal realistic
If not,
a
I do not
know goal?
the pain you are going through,” I admitted.
realistic
There• isIf ayou
sense
in which
no one knows
the pain
another
were
to accomplish
that goal,
what that
would
be
experiences.
Westep?
can only listen to those who hurt, and try to
the first
understand.
• How will that step affect your relationship with your
I reflected
spouse?on the words I had written some months before
when•I What
was away
family
will from
such my
a step
do for
for three
you? weeks while teaching
a course
on single-adult
ministries
a West
Coast
college:
“It
• Why
not take that
step andatask
God to
steer
you into
has been
a long
time since I have felt the loneliness I have expewhat
is best?
2. Clarify your feelings of emotional loneliness by answering
the following:
• Do you feel emotionally alone? That there is no one
with whom you can share your honest feelings?
• What opportunity and freedom do you have to share
your feelings with your spouse?

Why not take that step and ask God to steer you into
what is best?
2. Clarify your feelings of emotional loneliness by answering
the following:
• Do you feel emotionally alone? That there is no one
with whom you can share your honest feelings?
• What opportunity and freedom do you have to share
your feelings with your spouse?
• Is there a friend with whom you can share without
fear of being rejected? If so, have you shared your
present pain with that new friend? Why not do so
today?
• Do you feel the need to develop friendships with
others? Where, in your community, could you go to
develop such friendships?
• Are you presently involved in a Christian fellowship? If
not, what keeps you from doing so immediately?
3. If loneliness is acute, and you have been unable to share
with anyone, make an appointment with a counselor
or pastor, who can help you see your situation more
objectively.
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“i’m so angry ”

I

am so angry when I think of him. When I think of all that he
has done to me, I literally hate him. I get furious when I think
about it. I know it’s not right, but I can’t help it.” The anger of
this separated woman is almost palpable.
“When I saw the guy she was dating,” recalls a man in the
process of divorce, “I’ll have to be honest: my first thought was
to kill both of them.”
“Before my friend got divorced, she despised her husband
as you read and then to help you find constructive ways to
so much she could not look at him, and he couldn’t look at her.
deal with the issue.
They didn’t talk. No relationship. They were just too angry,”
3. Do you feel that you have allowed your anger to develop
said a young woman.
into bitterness? If so, are you willing to confess it as sin
When we come to the point of marital crisis or separation,
and accept God’s forgiveness?
usually one or both spouses have lost their love feelings. We have
4. If you have never invited Christ into your life, as you conbeen hurt. We have been wronged. Our spouses are responsible,
fess your sin, why not invite Him to come into your life
and our hostile feelings are directed toward them. We want to
and give you power to deal with your present problems?
strike back at them and make them suffer as we have.
5. For additional help in processing anger, see Gary ChapUsually both individuals feel some anger, since each views
man, Anger: Handling a Powerful Emotion in a Healthy Way
the other as responsible for his pain. Though anger is normal, it
(Chicago: Northfield, 2006).
is also destructive. Anger may destroy its object, but more often
it destroys the one who harbors it. If anger can be expressed in a
wholesome, constructive manner, it can lead to desired change,
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rebuilding

S

ometimes an individual says to his spouse, “I want you to be
happy. If leaving will make you happy, then leave. It hurts, but I
want you to be happy.” On the surface that may sound very loving and self-sacrificing, but in reality it is neither. Love seeks the
good of the spouse.
It may seem easier to separate and pursue your own happiness than to work at reconciling differences and rediscovering
love. It may be much harder to stay together than to separate,
especially when feelings of love have gone. The Christian’s call is
willing to find a couple that has a good marriage and
not to the easy road, but to the right road. I can promise you that
ask them how they obtained it? Perhaps you could
the right road leads to both happiness and love after the pain of
interview several married couples and ask what probreconciliation.
lems they have overcome to find fulfillment.
The choice to return to your spouse and pursue reconcilia2. If you decide to take the road “less traveled by,” you may
tion is a step of faith. But it is not blind faith. It is faith based
want to use the checklist below:
upon the counsel of God. You cannot see the warmth of emoSteps we have taken:
Date:
tional love returning. You cannot see differences resolved. You
Made my decision to seek
cannot see the intimacy that you desire from a marriage. You
reconciliation____________
must take the first steps, therefore, by faith, not by sight. With
Talked with God about my decision
your hand in God’s hand, you must walk with Him, trusting His
and asked for His help____________
wisdom. What you see will be only through the eyes of faith.
Asked my spouse for a
Reconciliation demands a choice. It is a choice against
dinner date____________

Spouse accepted invitation____________
Related my decision to my spouse____________
Spouse agreed to seek reconciliation____________
Arranged for session with pastor or
counselor____________

Made my decision to seek
reconciliation____________
Talked with God about my decision
and asked for His help____________
Asked my spouse for a
dinner date____________
Spouse accepted invitation____________
Related my decision to my spouse____________
Spouse agreed to seek reconciliation____________
Arranged for session with pastor or
counselor____________
Did assignments made by counselor____________
Additional counseling sessions____________
Completed additional communication
assignments____________
Additional counseling sessions____________
Completed additional communication
assignments____________
Books we have read and discussed:
1. ____________________________________________________
2. ____________________________________________________
3. ____________________________________________________
4. ____________________________________________________
5. ____________________________________________________
Podcasts or DVDs on marriage we have listened to and
discussed:
1. ____________________________________________________
2. ____________________________________________________
3. ____________________________________________________
4. ____________________________________________________
5. ____________________________________________________
Marriage workshops, seminars, or classes we have
attended:
1. ____________________________________________________
2. ____________________________________________________
3. ____________________________________________________
4. ____________________________________________________
5. ____________________________________________________
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and if it doesn’t
work out . . .

R

econciliation is not always possible. Your best efforts may
meet with coldness, hostility, and eventual failure. Even God
was not always able to be reconciled to His people. “For all the
1. If your spouse insists on divorce and refuses to take any
adulteries of faithless Israel, I had sent her away and given her
steps toward reconciliation, ask God to give you strength
a writ of divorce” ( Jeremiah 3:8 nasb). Reconciliation is not
and wisdom in accepting this decision.
always possible because it requires the response of two people,
2. Keep the door of reconciliation open from your side and
and neither can force the other to return.
pray that God will continue to stimulate the mind of your
Human freedom is real. God would not force Israel to
spouse.
return. He put pressure on the nation by allowing its enemies
3. Seek the counsel of a lawyer, a pastor, or a friend in the
to triumph. He removed His hand of blessing, but God did not
areas in which you have questions.
force Israel to return. God will never remove man’s freedom
4. Seek to be equitable in all legal arrangements.
of choice. We must remember that as we pray. Many separated
5. Select one or more of the books or websites from the
Christians
have prayed and pleaded with God to “bring my
resources listed in the resources list at the end of this
spouse back.” The spouse has not returned, so the Christian
book, and continue seeking personal growth.
becomes
discouraged and concludes that God does not answer
prayer. Many have become hostile toward God and critical of the
church and Christianity, and thus have turned from their only
source of real help. But God will not force your spouse to return.
He, in response to your prayers, will put pressure on him or her

resources

W

hether you are able to move down the road of reconciliation, or you are forced to accept divorce, reading the right books
and exploring helpful Internet content can be a tremendous aid
in helping you make the most of life. You may not agree with
all you read, but look for practical ideas that may assist you in
accomplishing your goals. God has not left us without direction. Books written from a biblical perspective can help you find
God’s way. Remember, it is not enough just to read. You must
apply truth to life. You may need to make radical changes in
your present thinking and behavior. If so, you have all of God’s
power to aid you.
RESOURCES FOR GROWING WHILE SEPARATED

Carder, Dave, with Duncan Jaenicke. Torn Asunder: Recovering
from Extramarital Affairs. Chicago: Moody, 2007. There
is hope for recovery from the devastation of extramarital
affairs. This book offers practical counsel for beginning the
recovery process. Carder analyzes why affairs happen and
provides step-by-step help for recovering and rebuilding.
__________. Torn Asunder Workbook. Chicago: Moody, 2008.
This workbook applies the principles in the original Torn

one more try

Asunder with a series of projects and responses that can bring
healing to the wounds created by marital unfaithfulness.
Chapman, Gary. Anger: Handling a Powerful Emotion in a
Healthy Way. Chicago: Moody, 2007. Anger can be productive and generate positive change if it is valid and expressed
in a constructive manner. But how do you know the difference between valid and distorted anger? And how can
you use anger to effectively build up a personal relationship
rather than tear it down? The book answers these questions
and offers practical suggestions for controlling your anger so
it does not control you.
Clinton, Tim, and Gary Sibcy. Why You Do the Things You
Do: The Secret to Healthy Relationships. Brentwood, Tenn.:
Integrity Publishers, 2006. There is no one person who
feels, acts, and thinks exactly like you. Dr. Tim Clinton
and Dr. Gary Sibcy present four patterns of relating that
help explain why you do the things you do, and how your
behaviors are rooted in your past and specifically in your
bond with your parents. Learning this information about
yourself will help you see how it affects and can improve
your relationships.
Cloud, Henry, and John Townsend. Boundaries in Marriage:
Understanding the Choices That Make or Break Loving Relationships. Grand Rapids, Mich.: Zondervan, 2002. Authors
of the bestselling Boundaries present the ten laws of boundaries that can make a tremendous difference both in marriage and in relationships in general.
McGinnis, Alan Loy. The Friendship Factor: How to Get Closer to
the People You Care For. Minneapolis: Augsburg, 2004. This
148

resources

book is a must for couples who want to become friends. It
is filled with ideas on how to deepen relationships, cultivate
intimacy, handle negative emotions, and forgive. The section on salvaging a faltering friendship has particular application to those who are separated.
Rooks, Linda. Broken Heart on Hold: Surviving Separation.
Elgin, Ill.: David C. Cook Publishing, 2006. Written by a
woman who has gone through the pain of marital separation
and come out on the other side with a stronger, reconciled
marriage, this book has the power to encourage, comfort,
and give hope to those who are in a similar situation. Providing biblical insight along the way, Linda Rooks reminds the
reader that God is still there and should be trusted.
Scruggs, Jeff, and Cheryl Scruggs. I Do Again: How We Found a
Second Chance at Our Marriage—and You Can Too. Colorado Springs: WaterBrook Press, 2008. Jeff and Cheryl
Scruggs share their story of a happy beginning, a downward
spiral, a traumatic affair, and a painful divorce that left their
family in pieces. Jeff and Cheryl share the secrets of what
was really going wrong in their marriage before the divorce,
and also take the reader on their journey to reconciliation
and eventual remarriage. Their story proves what God is
able to do by His grace with two forgiving hearts.
Talley, Jim. Reconcilable Differences: Healing for Troubled Marriages. Nashville: Nelson, 1991, 2008. Are our differences
too great to be reconciled? Talley believes the answer is no.
The goal of reconciliation is to cause those who are angry,
bitter, and hostile to become friendly again and to discover
harmony. The book offers practical help on resolving con149

one more try

flicts and developing a relationship based on mutual love,
respect, and trust.
RESOURCES FOR REBUILDING A MARRIAGE

Begg, Alistair. Lasting Love: How to Avoid Marital Failure.
Chicago: Moody, 1997, 2002. When marriages are shaky,
couples need to return to the biblical basics, such as understanding the meaning of the marriage vows. This book
includes a helpful study guide that couples can complete
together.
Chapman, Gary, and Ramon Presson. 101 Conversation Starters
for Couples. Chicago: Northfield, 2002, 2012. One hundred
and one questions are listed in this small and fun booklet to
help couples “disclose and discover”—both key elements to
creating or restoring intimacy in marriage.
Chapman, Gary, and Jennifer Thomas. When Sorry Isn’t Enough:
Making Things Right with Those You Love. Chicago: Northfield, 2013. No matter what state your marriage is in, rocky
or solid, everyone eventually does something they regret.
This book walks you through the different forms of apologies and why one “method” may be more meaningful to
your spouse than another. Discover how the power of apology can heal your relationships and bring great rewards to
your marriage.
Chapman, Gary. Desperate Marriages: Moving Toward Hope and
Healing in Your Relationship. Chicago: Northfield, 2008.
A marriage can come under fire from alcoholism, verbal
abuse, a controlling personality, or unfaithfulness. This
book shows how to deal with these and other “tough issues.”
150

resources

__________. The 5 Love Languages. Chicago: Northfield,
2010. What makes one person feel loved does not necessarily make another feel loved. The key to keeping love alive
in a marriage is discovering the primary love language of
your spouse and choosing to speak it regularly. Dr. Chapman describes each of the five love languages and gives
guidance for applying these principles in marriage. Includes
self-assessments.
__________. The Marriage You’ve Always Wanted. Chicago:
Moody, 2014. Once you make the decision to seek reconciliation, this book will point the way toward marital
growth. Dr. Chapman covers such key issues as finances,
sex, communication, and much more, emphasizing the
importance of marital unity. Each chapter concludes with
specific “growth assignments” so spouses may act on what
they’ve learned.
Dobson, James. Love Must Be Tough: New Hope for Marriages
in Crisis. Carol Stream, Ill.: Tyndale, 2007. This book is
for spouses who have tried numerous strategies and offered
many second chances. Dr. James Dobson offers hope to
those who are close to walking away, sharing a new way to
love their mate, even if they are the only ones willing to give
the marriage another try.
Downs, Tim, and Joy Downs. Fight Fair: Winning at Conflict
Without Losing at Love. Chicago: Moody, 2010. Conflict
is “the art of disagreeing while still holding hands,” and the
authors remind every married couple that conflict is part
of marriage and of life that they cannot escape. Readers
learn to establish their own rules of engagement and to
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employ the appropriate underlying attitudes, which include
humility, generosity, and gentleness.
__________. One of Us Must Be Crazy . . . And I’m Pretty Sure
It’s You: Making Sense of the Differences That Divide Us.
Chicago: Moody, 2010. This companion book to Fight
Fair presents the seven areas where most conflicts occur and
prescribes how to resolve each conflict when alienation has
set in.
Gottman, John, PhD, and Nan Silver. What Makes Love Last?
New York: Simon & Schuster, 2012. Drawing on decades
of research, psychologist and counselor Gottman looks at
why some marriages thrive and some wither, and explores
the central role of trust.
Leman, Kevin. Sheet Music. Carol Stream, Ill.: Tyndale, 2003.
With typical candor, Kevin Leman tells couples everything
they need to know about building a healthy and rewarding
sexual relationship. He looks at attitudes, techniques, and
much more.
Penner, Clifford, and Joyce Penner. The Gift of Sex. Nashville:
W Publishing, 2003. One of the most comprehensive and
practical guides to discovering mutual sexual fulfillment
in a marriage, this book deals realistically with common
struggles and frustrations. It speaks to the most often asked
questions of couples who want to find sexual harmony.
Smalley, Gary, with Dr. Greg Smalley and Deborah Smalley.
Winning Your Wife Back Before It’s Too Late. Nashville:
Thomas Nelson, 1999, 2004. The veteran relationships
expert addresses men whose marriages are in crisis—
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“whether she’s left physically or emotionally.” Combines
straight talk, Scripture, and humor, presented in a “game
plan” theme.
Weiner-Davis, Michelle. Divorce Busting. New York: Simon &
Schuster, 1992. A marriage therapist offers practical, toughminded help for couples “on the brink”—and reflects on
the reasons why divorce is not the answer.
Williams, Joe, and Michelle Williams. Yes, Your Marriage Can
Be Saved. Carol Stream, Ill.: Tyndale, 2007. A Focus on the
Family book. The authors share insights gleaned from their
journey through separation and reconciliation.
RESOURCES FOR COPING WITH DIVORCE

Birdseye, Sue. When Happily Ever After Shatters: Seeing God in
the Midst of Divorce & Single Parenting. Colorado Springs:
Focus on the Family, 2013. When your marriage has failed,
it’s easy to turn to bitterness and despair. Sue Birdseye shows
you another route: turning to God, and trusting and honoring Him even in the midst of divorce. Sharing her own story
along the way, Sue provides practical advice in areas such
as single parenting, forgiveness, and bringing glory to God
even in the hardest of circumstances.
Burns, Bob, and Tom Whiteman. The Fresh Start Divorce Recovery Workbook. Nashville: Oliver Nelson, 1998. A step-by-step
program for those who are divorced or separated, this book
points the way to healing. Questions, self-tests, exercises, and
practical information will enable readers to regain self-esteem
and faith in God; move beyond bitterness and anger into
forgiveness and spiritual freedom; help children handle
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adjustments; and gain personal strength to complete the
journey toward wholeness after the trauma of divorce.
Kniskern, Joseph Warren. When the Vow Breaks: A Survival
and Recovery Guide for Christians Facing Divorce. Nashville: B&H, 2008. A survival and recovery guide for Christians facing divorce. In this sensitive and thorough guide,
attorney Joseph Kniskern describes the walk through the
emotional aspects of his own failed marriage and unwanted
divorce. He provides a comprehensive study of what the
Bible says about marriage and divorce. More importantly,
he shows how God can and does continue to work in people’s lives to provide hope and encouragement in the aftermath of a divorce.
Petherbridge, Laura. When I Do Becomes I Don’t: Practical Steps
During Separation and Divorce. Elgin, Ill.: David C. Cook
Publishing, 2008. There are many concerns in the midst of
a separation or divorce, and it can be difficult to find practical answers in the midst of the pain. Laura Petherbridge asks
the hard questions and gives helpful answers to areas such
as identity, finances, forgiveness, singleness, legal issues,
returning to work, criticism, and trusting God.
Smoke, Jim. Growing Through Divorce. Irvine, Calif.: Harvest House, 2007. When reconciliation is impossible and
divorce a reality, this book points the way to life beyond
divorce. This very practical book deals with such subjects as
assuming responsibility for yourself, finding a family, finding forgiveness, your children, your future, and new life.
__________. Moving Forward: A Devotional Guide for Finding Hope and Peace in the Midst of Divorce. Peabody,
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Mass.: Hendrickson, 2000. Drawing from his years of
counseling experience, Smoke offers day-by-day devotions
that explore—from a positive and compassionate point of
view—the issues confronting those going through divorce.
With words of en-couragement and understanding, the
book addresses feelings of loneliness, insecurity, anxiety,
and anger. It offers insight on issues of forgiveness, children,
hope, and peace in the midst of divorce.
ONLINE RESOURCES

5LoveLanguages.com: Advice and resources on relationship
issues from world-renowned author, speaker, and counselor
Dr. Gary Chapman. Also features the 30-second assessment
tool for determining your love language.
CloudTownsend.com: Drs. Henry Cloud and John Townsend
offer a wealth of resources particular to couples struggling
in their marriage, including free advice, videos, articles,
upcoming and online workshops and events, and online
coaching.
DivorceCare.org: DivorceCare groups meet weekly for a time
of support with other adults going through divorce. Top
experts address divorce and recovery topics. There is also
time to discuss the topics as a group and hear what is going
on in the lives of the other group members. This website
provides a search tool to find a local group.
FocusontheFamily.com: An abundance of resources on many
areas and issues pertaining to marriage, family, divorce, and
separation.
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HomeWord.com: HomeWord, partner of Azusa Pacific University, provides a wealth of information to strengthen and
encourage couples and families, including material covering
marriage, divorce, adultery, separation, and parenting.
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